Tactical asset allocation is one of the most important aspects of modern nancial management. This paper looks at a forecasting architecture that can be used for performing asset allocation with higher frequency thus allowing better response to market changes and hence better adherence to customer's risk-reward pro les. The architecture is based on a variant of correlation memory matrix and utilises Bayesian probabilities of recalled classes to perform better forecasts.
INTRODUCTION
Asset allocation is traditionally viewed as part of a multistage process of nancial management in which investment managers select the optimal mix of instruments given some risk{reward pro le 1]. Traditionally, once the mix is established it is not reviewed frequently due to computationally expensive forecasting and optimisation precesses. This paper looks at a new computation architecture, based on the Correlation Matrix Memory (CMM) paradigm, which performs one of the two most computationally expensive steps in asset allocation: forecasting. The forecasting architecture forms part of a larger system which will allow trading houses to perform high frequency estimates of optimal market portfolios on close to tick-by-tick basis.
FORECASTING ALGORITHM
The algorithm implemented by the forecasting architecture is the Farmer{Sidorowich algorithm for forecasting nonlinear time series 5]. The only assumption made is that the time series has been generated by a deterministic chaotic process. Until recently there has been a lot of debate on whether the economic time series are generated by chaotic systems; in the last few years more and more studies have shown that a large number of economic time series exhibit invariant properties similar to the time series generated by high dimensional deterministic chaotic systems 16, 11, 15] .
Dynamics & Flows: Embeddings
To consider the dynamics of some system it is bene cial to view it as an autonomous system of k di erential equations generating a ow on R k Euclidean space. It was observed that if the system is not purely stochastic its trajectories will be asymptotic to a compact smooth di erentiable manifold (attractor). Unfortunately, the phase space R k cannot be explicitly seen and the system's properties have to be inferred by observing it's behaviour by making a series of measurements. This is a direct consequence of the fact that each unique state of the system is de ned by a single point in the phase space R k . Measuring de nes a function, mapping the phase space to a possibly lower dimensional space: if n independent quantities Q 1 ; : : : ; Q n are measured simultaneously, then each point in the phase space is associated with a point in R n space. Unfortunately it is rarely possible to measure all k in uences simultaneously. This problem is quite common in many application areas and a technique called \de-lay coordinates" has been developed to reconstruct the dynamic properties by mea- 
Takens showed that a delay-coordinate map will provide good embedding if it maps the dynamic system from R k to R n where n > 2d and d is the Hausdor dimension of the attractor 18]. This result is only a su cient condition and in many cases the attractor may be embedded in a lower dimensional space.
Farmer{Sidorowich Forecasting
The Farmer-Sidorowich method assumes that the time-series is properly embedded and that evolution can be forecasted; a functional relation between the current state x(t) and the future state x(t + ) is assumed to be given by
(2) If the data are generated by a chaotic system, the function f is necessarily nonlinear. Farmer and Sidorowich considered several forms for the function f: mth-order polynomial in d dimensions, ratios of polynomials and radial-basis functions 5]. In their latter paper they note that although they all perform reasonably well for low dimensional chaos, none perform well in higher dimensions 6]. As an attempt to overcome this problem they considered using \lo-cal representations" which are constructed from nearest neighbours of the point which is to be extrapolated. This process is presented in g. 1. The tted function may be of any order, but zeroth and rst order are the most usual. The zeroth order forecasting uses the single nearest neighbour as the predictor:
where x(t 0 ) is the nearest neighbour; the rst order forecasting ts a linear polynomial to the points hx(t 0 ); x(t 0 + )i.
THE ARCHITECTURE
The biggest problem with Farmer{Sidorowich forecasting is selection of local representations; nding nearest neighbours is not easy and tting a local function is not very ecient. A novel approach to these problems was needed. The rest of this paper will describe a CMM based solution of the nearest neighbour problem.
GLOBAL VIEW
The forecasting architecture utilises a variant of the standard correlation matrix memory with a new coding technique. Fig. 2 shows the modular view of the training system while g. 3 shows the forecast-making system. 
CMM
A correlation memory matrix is a heteroassociative, non-recursive, fully connected binary system with hard threshold outputs. The variant on which the forecasting system is based is the AURA system initially designed for rule matching 2, 3, 4, 13]. The most interesting feature of the AURA architecture is it's partial matching capability. By lowering output thresholds it is possible to retrieve outputs that are only partially associated with the input. With VQ coding (see below) this allows the CMM to perform nearest-neighbour searches. Another interesting feature of the AURA architecture is it's ability to provide Bayesian probabilities of the form p(Co i jCi) for coded input vector Ci and coded output vectors Co i . This enables the system to provide a probabilistic interpretation of the forecasts.
Variable Quantisation
As stated above, CMM partial matching property is manifested by nding the closest matching patterns to some input pattern. The distance measure de ning`closeness' is the Hamming distance which, on the bit level, is equivalent to squared Euclidean distance. To be able to get nearest neighbours in the standard sense a new coding technique was needed for translating from real ( oating point) values to binary values in a way that would preserve the partial ordering natural to numbering systems. Additionally, since the total number of codes that a CMM can perfectly`learn' is limited and since CMMs are prone to saturation, it was deemed important that the coding scheme should also be optimal in the probability distribution sense; the probability distribution of the codes presented to the CMM during the training phase should be as close to uniform as is possible, regardless of the distribution of input values thus ensuring that the saturation with most common values would be minimal. A technique named variable quantisation (VQ) was developed which satis es these requirements. The closeness to uniform distribution depends on input data distribution 1 as well as on the time allocated to code generation. The more time is spent on requantisation, the better code distribution will be generated. The VQ implemented in the test system is a two-pass variant which is very fast but not necessarily optimal.
Variable quantisation is derived from adaptive histogram techniques in which the width of each bin depends on the frequency of the data that is being quantised. Traditionally optimal adaptive histograms can be numerically calculated but since this is a very expensive process, VQ utilises a simple two-pass algorithm. Data is initially quantised into a number of`small' bins which are then recombined to be as close to optimal mean for a speci ed maximum number of VQ bins. After this process has been completed the VQ bins are assigned codes which are then used for training of the CMM; each bin being assigned a unique code. As an example of VQ operation consider synthetic normally distributed random time series; g. 4 shows the distribution prequantised into 300 bins with 50 VQ bins. Since the variance is a good indicator of how close the distribution of VQ re-sampled data (coded data) is to uniform distribution, the synthetic time series was used to test the sensitivity of the method to the number of VQ boxes (codes). Results are presented in g.5. The graph shows that for a small number of VQ bins the variance of the VQ coded set is higher than the variance of the unquantised set. This is due to the`last bin e ect': the method optimises for all the VQ bins until the last one which is then used to hold the`left over points'. As the number of bins increase the e ect becomes less important. This effect can also be avoided by multi-pass VQ algorithms.
Coding
Once the data has been quantised each bin is assigned a xed weight code. Since each quantised value is associated with a single code, a delay vector with n elements will produce a code vector with n codes; if there are k di erent codes (bins) then the code vector will be represented as 2kn bit token and each code is represented by bit pattern:
where` `is the bit-shift operator. Since the data passed to the coder is a vector of real values the function that the coder performs is
where is the catenation operator. Once the token is generated it is used for training of the CMM in the usual manner 2]. Since this is not the ideal estimator, work is currently being done on proper Bayesian estimators as well as various kernel estimators which will provide better and more meaningful forecasts. Nevertheless, as detailed below, even simple Gaussian mixture produces reasonable forecasts.
RESULTS
Di erenced S&P 500 index values were used for statistical error estimation of forecasts ( g. 6). The time series was divided in a 2 : 1 ratio for training and recall. Various values for the number of nearest neighbours and code size were used for testing. Errors calculated were MAPE, RMSE, Theil are meaningful since it is well known that a forecasting system may have very low RMSE and still perform very poorly in nancial terms 12]. Leitch reports that ADA was the onlỳ statistical' metric that was reasonably successful in choosing the best (most pro table) model in his study 14]. The Henriksson{ Merton measure looks at the forecast market timing quality by testing the probability of the forecast making a pro table return 7]. HM measure has been successfully used for various nancial model quality assessments and was found to be consistently far superior to standard RMSE 19] . Table 1 shows the results of the error analysis.
The results show that although forecasts appear to be`poor' in the standard metrics framework they are quite good for 
FUTURE WORK
This paper looked at application of correlation matrix memories to forecasting nonlinear nancial time series. The forecasts are intended to be utilised in a larger system for high frequency asset allocation in which each nancial instrument would be forecast by a single CMM. The system will be implemented in hardware and will utilise 
